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MLEGAZEL, THE MARK OF TIME
FIRST CONCEPT STORE

SHOES • PATINAS • CREATION

A unique concept in Paris, the JMLeGazel store brings back the art of patinas on leather shoes. 
Lovers of dandyism and fine materials are at home in this amazing new atmosphere.

Jean-Marie Gazel, 35, founder of the brand and graduate from the Beaux-Arts school in Paris, invites you 
to discover his Exclusive Collection of shoes, created with master manufacturers from Italy and Portugal

Astonishing colored derbies, loafers or oxfords welcome you in a place dedicated to creation. JMLeGazel make their own patinas 
and glazing according to your tastes and desires, on old shoes and new ones. JMLeGazel’s know-how is the result of many years 
of experience and the come back of a particular kind of elegance; being unique. The emphasis is on the details that make the 
difference, combined with a precise customer guidance. JMLeGazel selects the best French leathers (from Les Tanneries Du Puy, 
Annonay) to dress your feet in both elegant and timeless pieces.
More than simple shoes, these are true works of art that will walk with you daily and leave your footprints in time.
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JMLEGAZEL, 
A FAMILY PASSION

Creative, meticulous and passionate, Jean-Marie Gazel 
made his idea of style concrete. Former Beaux-Arts student 
and accomplished drawer, he uses his talent to reinvent the 
shoe world. This know-how, patiently acquired through the 
years, gave birth to a concept hitherto unheard of; to make 
the accessory one’s own, give it depth and a signature.

For the Gazels, shoes are a family passion. Jean-Marie 
Gazel’s grandfather was a clog maker, of which the 
manufacturing reputation went beyond the mountains of his 
native Auvergne. Jean-Marie’s first memories are of watching 
his father polishing and glazing his shoes, birthing a passion 
for leather and fine materials, a genuine quest for colours 
and an idea of style; his style.
Years of experience in luxury and merchandising determined 
his final orientation to customization.

JMLeGazel sees the light of day surrounded by dye flasks, 
polishes, paintbrushes and white shoes awaiting sublimation.
In Jean-Marie’s apartment, transformed in an atelier, 
shoeboxes fill the space almost to the ceiling. Word of mouth 
about JMLeGazel works from dandy to dandy. So much that 
opening a space dedicated to creation becomes necessary.

JMLeGazel’s first store-workshop opens in 2013 in Palais des 
Congrès, Paris. Orders rush while customers wander around 
the working patina artist. 40m2 are not enough any more, 
and JMLeGazel expands the space to 145m2, almost facing 
the ancient location!

Artist before anything else, Jean-Marie Gazel chose leather 
as medium for creativity, it being his own or his customers’s. 
Today, Jean-Marie passes on his know-how, and trains young 
patina artists in the same spirit: to keep surprising.
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This 145m2 space located in the heart of Palais des Congrès, designed by Jean-Marie Gazel, is a genuine style laboratory, 
putting arts and crafts in the spotlight. Dedicated to elegance and creation, this concept’s ambition is to plunge visitors in our 
universe. Orchestrated by Jean-Marie Gazel; a team of patina artists, polishers and glazers realize original patinas before your 
eyes. 
Paintbrushes, brushes and hands are the only tools they have to create their works of art from scratch. JMLeGazel created a 
workshop in the heart of his store, so that the clientele can follow the transformation live, either of shoes, bags, belt or other leather 
goods. Each step is displayed to the customer’s eyes.

JMLeGazel strove to give you a very specialized products selection favoring excellence. Far from the obligations of mass 
consumerism, JMLeGazel offers products made traditionally and the assurance to possess something unique.
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JMLeGazel, WHEN PATINA BECOMES ART...

JMLeGazel has overwhelmed the shoe world and raised patina to a fully recognized art.

The shoe becomes the medium for a limitless creativity. A deep purple with black touches; a blue flecked with pink reminding 
Claude Monet’s Les Nymphéas; a fiery red striped with brown; a Japanese wave unfurling over asphalt grey; a blazing skull on a 
navy blue background; roses in full bloom… JMLeGazel makes all your craziest desires come true! Thanks to his close collaboration 

with master manufacturers, JMLeGazel receives the shoes in raw leather, ready to be dressed in the young artist’s talent. 
Every pair requires a few hours of work.

Using a paintbrush, a piece of cloth or even fingers, JMLeGazel highlights the curves of the shoes with colors and outlines. As a 
painter, he reveals leather’s depth through a developed sense of aesthetics, and even plays with changing the original design! To 
present the client with a unique and customized object is JMLeGazel’s main ambition, combining comfort, quality and avant-gardism.

Prices:
Shoes from 340€ - Patina: 80€ - Renovation (soles, polish and glaze): 30€
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JMG,
THE JMLEGAZEL 
COLLECTIONS

The Galeries Lafayette corner in Paris, 
the store in Lyon and our distributors 
offer the shoe collection entirely 
designed by JMLeGazel: « JMG ».

For several years now JMLeGazel 
brings back the art of patinas 
on shoes. With the same level of 
requirement, he works on the designs 
of his own models, presented for the 
first time in Galeries Lafayette Homme.

His collection, both innovative and 
eclectic, is manufactured with the best 
artisans. Their know-how put together 
results in several series presenting 
a range of classic shoes as well as 
more daring styles in derbies, oxfords, 
loafers and boots; all assembled by 
hand with a leather from one of the 
most prestigious tanneries in France.

As for the patinas dressing them, 
JMLeGazel’s team of artists is at 
your service to enhance as you wish. 
JMLeGazel invites you to come back 
to a certain elegance, showing who 
you really are. For more information, 
you know now where these innovations 
are waiting for you.
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WOMEN COLLECTION
JMLeGazel

After raising patina on men shoes to a whole 
art, JMLeGazel prepares to overwhelm the 
women shoe world by launching their first women 
collection!

An androgynous styled collection ready to be 
dressed in JMLeGazel’s talent!
Patina is no longer a men only privilege: women 
can now customize their shoes through a feminine 
collection with a masculine touch.
Glistening, radiant or deep colours; graffitis, 
engravings or drawings; everything is allowed! 
JMLeGazel presents six styles adapted to today’s 
fashion.
Two boots, braided or smooth; a jodhpur and 
a derby styled boot; an oxford and a loafer, all 
made by world renowned manufacturers.

Our shoes are made in the best French leathers 
coming from Les Tanneries Du Puy & Annoney. 
JMLeGazel required the same quality as the men 
shoes to satisfy a demanding clientele through 
attractive prices.
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THE JMLEGAZEL STILETTO
THE ONLY 

CUSTOMIZABLE PUMP

True to their innovation policy, JMLeGazel now offers to their 
growing feminine clientele the first pump in the world with any 
patina you desire. 

Manufactured in one of the most high standards Portuguese 
factory, this handmade French leather stiletto highlights your 
leg curves while supporting delicate feet.

The elegant and sensual arch is designed by JMLeGazel 
for optimal comfort. The inside is fleece-lined and ensure a 
perfect support for a city life!

All that’s left is to choose the patina to dress these gorgeous 
pumps.
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Matching bespoke
REVEAL LEATHER’S BEAUTY

A matching belt, bag or accessory can finalise the style and 
sublimate your shoes’ beauty.

With the same care, JMLeGazel picks the best leathers for 
your leather goods and accessories.

Pick a patina, make it vary, match it with another color; 
anything can be done!

Our team will give you the sharpest advice to match your 
personality.. 
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LOYALTY 
REWARDED

We believe every loyal customer should find an advantage 
with us.
That is why our loyalty program offers to benefit from numerous 
advantages.

WIN POINTS : 1€ = 1 POINT 

To thank you for your loyalty, you can gain rewards as you 
buy, but also in other ways!
For example, signing up on the website gives you 100 points.
500 points can be redeemed in a 5% discount on our 
products.

Loyalty program available on jmlegazel.com 
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MAKE JMLEGAZEL PRIVATE 

Paris • Lyon • Bernay • New York • Sandton • Dubaï

For an unforgettable moment, book the JMLeGazel space 
and know-how!

For an exceptional company reception, you can book the 
store-workshop in Palais des Congrès where your guests can 

discover, admire and learn to sublimate their own shoes.

Our patina artists will make a live performance on shoes, while 
our team advices each guest.

The guests will leave with transformed shoes and a souvenir.

Estimate on demand : info@jmlegazel.com
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JMLeGazel

Palais des Congrès : Niveau -1
2 place de la Porte Maillot

75017 Paris • 01 40 68 03 72

•

Galerie Lafayette Homme
40 boulevard Haussmann

75009 Paris

•

JMLeGazel • Lyon
11 rue Childebert

69002 Lyon • 04 78 82 46 02

•

Monsieur 
36 rue Thiers 
27300 Bernay

•

JMLeGazel • New York
347 West - 36e Street

NEW YORK, 10018, United States

•

JMLEGAZEL South Africa
Shop no 116

Corner Maude and 5th street 
Nelson Mandela Square

SANDTON
Gauteng 2094
South Africa 

•

Sartor - Vansh International LLC
25c St, Souq Al Kabeer

Bur Dubai, P.O Box 44059
United Arab Emirates

•

Facebook : JMLEGAZEL Patines et Créations
Twitter & Pinterest : jmlegazel

Instagram : @jmlegazel

•

www.jmlegazel.com

Contact presse : 
presse@jmlegazel.com
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